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Evan Roth premieres a monumental ode to our changing landscape and the 
network's invisible structures 

 
n22.207525e114.258659.hk, n22.208606e114.256798.hk, n22.209240e114.257359.hk, 
n22.210230e114.256256.hk, n22.210512e114.256075.hk, n22.228900e113.936487.hk, 

n40.733106w72.870375.us.com, n40.756073w72.930950.us.com, 
n48.879773e2.367629.fr, n50.204520e1.538171.fr, n57.675322e11.662511.se, n57.680235e11.668160.se, 

n57.888698e11.688815.se, s33.734152e151.304727.com.au, s33.806901e151.299299.com.au, 
s33.820180e151.184813.com.au, s33.849695e151.244546.com.au, s33.898239e151.275644.com.au, 

s36.787854e174.775050.co.nz, s36.809596e174.417374.co.nz, s36.810855e174.422624.co.nz 
Network located videos, 18:00 
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The cluster of screens presented at the Armory Show is the most ambitious presentation 
of Roth’s latest body of Internet-based works, Landscapes (2014-ongoing), to date. 
 
In Landscapes, an exploration into the physicality of the Internet is used as a gateway to 
enter nature and better understand the cultural shifts brought about by the increasingly 
frequent demands of technology.  
 
In 2014, Roth began tracking and visiting the transitional instants where Internet 
submarine fiber optic cables come ashore. The series began as a pilgrimage to a remote 
area of Cornwall, on the southwestern tip of the UK, where the trans-Atlantic fiber optic 
cables carrying the Internet emerge from the ocean. At the time, Roth was looking for 
ways to rekindle the feelings of optimism, inspiration and community the Internet first 
ushered in. As Roth began making his way to landing points in seven other countries, the 
project morphed into a more personal and universal narrative on the self in confrontation 
with change. 
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The work results in ‘network located videos’: video pieces hosted online from servers 
located in the same countries or cities where they were recorded. The URLs are 
composed of the GPS coordinates from where the footage was taken and the pieces are 
recorded with a modified camera that shoots in the same infrared frequency that travels 
through fiber optic cables. Imbued with a contemplative quality, it speaks to the 
longstanding tradition of landscape painting and the legacy of Romanticism. 
 
“The longer I work on this new series, the more peripheral the Internet becomes in my 
thinking,” Roth explains. “I’ve been using the phrase ‘Internet landscapes’ to informally 
describe the work, but lately I’ve been dropping the ‘Internet’ and just calling them 
‘landscapes’ (which I think is more true to what they are). Even though the Internet is a 
strong character in the narrative, the work is really more about the questioning of my 
surroundings and search for solutions to issues that fundamentally challenge my art 
practice and worldview.” 
 
Landscapes is a Creative Capital funded project.  
 
--- 
 
Evan Roth 
Evan Roth (b. 1978, Michigan, USA) is an American artist based in Paris whose practice 
visualises and archives culture through unintended uses of technologies. Comprising 
prints, sculptures, videos and websites, his work explores the relationship between 
misuse and empowerment and the effect that philosophies from hacker communities can 
have when applied to digital and non-digital systems. 
 
His work is in the public collections of the Museum of Modern Art, New York, and the 
Israel Museum. Recent exhibitions include the 2016 Biennale of Sydney; Electronic 
Superhighway (2016-1966) at Whitechapel Gallery, London; and This Is for Everyone at the 
Museum of Modern Art, New York. Roth co-founded the arts organisations Graffiti 
Research Lab and the Free Art and Technology Lab and in 2016 was a recipient of Creative 
Capital funding. 
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